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Background

The purpose of this document is to assist individuals in creating, testing, and remediating PDF
documents, for Section 508 conformance. The guidance provided is based on the Section 508
Baseline Test Guide for PDFs, and the Section 508 PDF Checklist authored by the Accessible
Electronic Document Community of Practice (AED COP). For more information on the AED
COP, to download the latest AED COP guidance, and to gain access to a detailed test process,
visit the Federal Section 508 website.

How to Read This Document

This document is comprised of two sections:
1. The AED COP PDF Checklist.
2. Instructions on how to remediate PDFs for Section 508 compliance.
For more information on how to remediate PDFs or to request training, please contact your
agency Section 508 Coordinator or email Section508-OCIO@usda.gov.
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AED COP PDF Checklist

When creating an accessible PDF document, or when reviewing a PDF document for Section
508 conformance, the following conditions must be considered. The response to each criterion
should be Yes or Not Applicable to be considered accessible. If No is selected, the issue must be
resolved to be considered accessible.
For ease of use, Adobe’s Accessibility Checker is located on Adobe’s main menu under Tools >
Accessibility > Accessibility Check.
Note: Due to the human-centric nature of accessibility and Section 508 conformance, content
creators must ensure individuals with disabilities are able to request additional formats and
corrections that may not be detected using automated tools, i.e., improper use of color coding.

Preconditions
All files in the PDF Portfolio were tested with the appropriate test
process.
All attachments were tested with the appropriate test process.

The PDF shows Adobe LiveCycle under Document Properties,
Application.

Page Content error for “Scripts – Needs manual check” displays.

Advanced Document Properties displays “Tagged PDF: Yes”.

Document displays “Scanned Page Alert”.
Accessibility Checker displays “Image-only PDF – Failed” error.
Accessibility Checker displays “Tagged PDF – Failed” error.
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Document Properties

The PDF has a descriptive file name
The filename identifies the document or its purpose.
Initial View is set to show “Document Title”.

Yes

No

NA

Assistive Technology access is enabled
Content Copying for Accessibility” displays “Allowed”.

Yes

No

NA

Document language is set
A Language displays under Advanced > Reading Options.

Yes

No

NA

The tags follow the visual/logical order of the document
All meaningful content is also tagged content.
All tags follow the visual/logical order of the page.

Yes

No

NA

The document has decorative content
All decorative content (text and objects) show as “Artifact”.

Yes

No

NA

Vital information in headers, footers, and watermarks is
duplicated in the text
Vital information is duplicated as tagged content.

Yes

No

NA

Headings are tagged with a heading tag
Heading tags match document headings and follow the visual outline.
All non-standard heading tags map to standard heading tags.

Yes

No

NA

Lists are tagged correctly
Lists have a parent tag and have one or more nested list item tags.

Yes

No

NA

Sections in different languages have a corresponding
language attribute
The tag shows the selection’s language or corresponding two-letter
code.

Yes

No

NA

Structure Tags
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Objects

Images and other objects have alternative text
All “Figures” have alternative text that describes its purpose/function.
All captions describe the purpose/function of associated
images/objects.
Descriptive text conveys the purpose and/or function of the
image/object.

Yes

No

NA

Data tables
Tables are identified with a “Table” tag.
Table header cells have a “TH” tag and data cells have a “TD” tag.
Row/column span match the layout, and cells have scope and unique
IDs.
Data cells are associated with corresponding header cells.

Yes

No

NA

Links and controls
Link names describe destination/purpose or describe context.
Links have unique names.
Tab order matches the visual/logical order of interactive elements.

Yes

No

NA

Fillable forms
Each form field has a tooltip that matches the label or instruction.
Tab order matches the visual/logical order of form fields.

Yes

No

NA

Color and Sensory characteristics
Meaning of color or other sensory characteristics is duplicated in text.

Yes

No

NA

Color contrast
Text and Large Text (including images of text) pass with the
Color Contrast Analyzer.

Yes

No

NA
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Miscellaneous

The PDF contains meaningful audio-only, video-only, or
multimedia objects
Audio-only objects have a transcript that is accurate and complete.
Video-only objects have text description that is accurate and complete.
Multimedia (audio and video) have synchronized captions and audio
description that are accurate and complete.

Yes

No

NA

The document has no flashing objects.
Flashing objects are excluded from the document.

Yes

No

NA

An alternative accessible version is provided
Alternate versions are equivalent and up to date.

Yes

No

NA

Notes
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Converting a Document into PDF

There are two methods for converting a source document into a PDF: Scanning the document
and saving the document as a PDF from a Microsoft Office application.

Converting scanned and non-scanned documents into PDF using Adobe DC

To convert a non-Microsoft Office document into a PDF, first open Acrobat and from the File
menu select Create PDF. Next select File > Open and your selected file will automatically
convert into a PDF. This method may generate either a tagged or an untagged PDF. Untagged
or poorly tagged PDFs are not accessible. To verify that the PDF is accessible, use Adobe’s
Content Pane, Tags Pane, Order Pane and Accessibility Full Checker tool to test the PDF.
If the document you are converting has been scanned, you must first perform Optical Character
Recognition, or OCR, on the document before it can be made accessible. If you are unable to
highlight or select text in a document, or if the text is blurry or hand-written, it is likely a
scanned document. OCR will translate words from the scan into text that can be read by a screen
reader and other assistive technologies. Go to the section titled Converting Scanned
Documents into Section 508 Conformant PDFs for more information on making scanned
documents Section 508 conformant.

Converting files into PDF within Microsoft Office applications

Before converting a Microsoft Office document into a PDF, it is important to first verify the
document is as accessible as possible. By doing so, the generated PDF will have fewer
accessibility issues that will need to be remediated. For guidance on creating and testing
Microsoft Office documents for Section 508 conformance, visit
https://www.section508.gov/refresh-toolkit/test.
To begin converting an Office document into PDF, first open the desired Office file.
Next, from the Office applications menu bar, select Adobe PDF > Preferences and from the
Preferences properties box, set the desired conversion settings.
Note: If the Adobe PDF menu item does not appear on the applications bar as shown below, the
Adobe PDF plug-in has not been installed. If this is the case, convert the Office file using the
instructions in the previous section.
1. From the Settings tab, under Applications Settings check the following checkboxes.
• View Adobe PDF Results
• Prompt for Adobe PDF File Name
• Convert Document information
• PDF/A Compliance set it to None
• Create Bookmarks
• Add links, and
• Enable Accessibility and Reflow with tagged Adobe PDF
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2. Next select the Advanced Settings button. Once the new window opens, change the
Compatibility combo box selection to Acrobat 8.0-1.7. This setting will ensure that the
latest accessibility features are applied to the newly created PDF.
3. Now select OK to save conversion settings. Once the settings have been saved, they will
remain set unless changed by the user.
4. Lastly, select Adobe PDF > Convert to PDF from the Office applications menu to
create a tagged PDF. When prompted, name the file, and save it. Once the conversion
process is completed, Adobe DC will launch and display the newly created PDF file.
If the Office document was created using Formatting and Style elements, located on the Office
toolbar, a well-tagged document will be generated. In most cases, PDF files created using this
method are 90% accessible. To verify that the PDF is accessible, use Adobe’s Content Pane,
Tags Pane, Order Pane and Accessibility Full Checker tools to test the PDF. Instructions on
how to use these tools are found in the section titled Testing PDFs for Accessibility.

Testing PDFs for Accessibility

Before a PDF can be considered accessible, many factors must be considered. It must contain
actual content, be properly tagged, have a logical reading and tab order, and alternative text must
be added to all images and objects. Additionally, the Properties of the document must contain a
descriptive file name, a specified language and Content Copying for Accessibility should be set
to Allowed.
Before utilizing Acrobat’s accessibility check tools, the PDF must be visually verified to identify
issues that cannot be detected by the automated testing tool. For example, visually ensuring
proper Heading level structures were used, or verifying that descriptive alternative text was
applied to images and objects.
Please Note: In order to perform the visual checks in Adobe Acrobat you must be able to view
the screen and use a mouse. Additionally, if the PDF contains attachments or is a portfolio, each
individual document must be evaluated for accessibility using the correct testing methodology.
For guidance on how to test MS Office documents, visit https://www.section508.gov/.

Document Properties

The PDF’s document properties should contain a few key pieces of information such as a
descriptive title, tags, allow copying content for accessibility, and have a specified language.
To view the document properties,
1. First open the PDF and select File > Properties > Description.
In the Title field, verify that a descriptive title appears. Next navigate to the Initial View
tab and from the Show dropdown box verify that Document Title is selected. If the
Title field is missing a descriptive title and Document Title is not selected, the PDF is
considered not accessible. A descriptive title will need to be added and the Show field
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will need to be set to Document Title before the PDF can be considered accessible.
Descriptive Title Example: “OCIO Section 508 Program Memo for July 2021.”
2. While on the Descriptive tab, verify that the Tagged PDF option is set to “Yes”. If the
Tagged PDF option is set to “No”, the document may not be tagged and therefore it is not
accessible. The document will need to be tagged before it can be made accessible.
3. From the Properties window select the Security tab and verify Content Copying for
Accessibility is set to Allowed. If the option is set to Not Allowed, Assistive
Technology will not be able to access the PDF’s content rendering the PDF not
accessible. Change the Security settings to allow content copying for accessibility. Do
this by selecting a different security option from the Security Method dropdown box or
by selecting Change Settings and then set the security settings as needed. If the Security
Method has been set to No Security, then no restrictions for content copying have been
applied.
4. Lastly, ensure a primary language is assigned. From the Properties window select
Advanced > Language and verify that the proper primary language is assigned to the
document. If the language is not set correctly, screen readers will be unable to reliably
read the PDF, rendering the PDF not accessible. The correct language will need to be
assigned before the document can be considered accessible. If the document contains
multiple languages, the language will need to be set as a property of the tag associated
with the content that contains a language change before the document can be considered
fully accessible.

Document Contents
Physical View
The Physical View of the document may contain specially formatted text that may represent
Heading levels, list, tables, figures, and form field elements. Having a clear understanding of the
elements that were used to create the document will help you identify what document elements
need to be tested for Section 508 conformance.
If content within the PDF appears blurry or contains hand-written information, the document was
most likely scanned. Scanned documents may or may not contain actual content. Without actual
content, assistive technology will be unable to read or interact with the PDF. To verify that the
PDF contains actual content:
1. First Go to Acrobat’s View menu and select Show/Hide > Navigation Panes > Content
2. Next, expand the Content tree by pressing CRTL + Shift + 8
3. Use the Up and Down arrow keys to navigate the Content Pane
As you navigate the Content Pane, the content of the physical view of the PDF should highlight.
If pages in the PDF do not contain content that can be rendered, the document is not accessible
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and Optical Character Recognition, or OCR, will need to be performed. For more guidance, go
to the section titled Converting Scanned Documents into Section 508 Conformant PDFs.
After verifying that the PDF contains content that can be rendered, The Tags Structure Tree will
need to be examined to ensure all document elements such as Headers, Paragraphs, List, Data
Tables, Figures, and Form Field elements are associated with the correct tag.
Note: All elements in a PDF must be tagged. If the element is not tagged, it will not be
accessible by assistive technology such as screen readers. Elements that are tagged as
<Artifacts>, otherwise known as decorative images or repetitive content, will not show up in the
Tags Structure Tree; however, the tag will be visible in the Content Pane.
1. Go to Acrobat’s View menu and select Show/Hide > Navigation Panes > Tags
2. Next expand the Tags tree by pressing CRTL + Shift + 8
3. Use the Up and Down arrow keys to navigate the Tags tree.
As you navigate the Tags tree, the content on the physical view of the PDF will highlight. If the
Tag does not properly represent the element on the physical view, the document is considered
not accessible, and the tags will need to be modified. If you are uncertain of what type of tag is
being used, right click on the tag, and select Properties. The Type field will display the Tag’s
name. To modify the tag, simply select the correct tag type from the list of tags.
Logical Reading Order
Next use the Tags Structure Tree to verify the documents Logical Reading Order. Tags must
follow the visible logical layout of the page. Without a proper Logical Reading Order, assistive
technology users will find it difficult or impossible to follow the natural flow of the document’s
content.
1. First open the Tags Pane and expand the Tags Structure Tree
2. Use the Up and Down arrow keys to navigate the Tags Structure Tree
As you navigate the Tags tree, the content on the physical view of the document will highlight.
If the Tags are arranged in such a way that they follow the visible logical layout of the page, the
document has a Logical Reading Order. If the tags appear out or order, the Tags Structure
Tree will need to be rearranged before the PDF can be considered accessible.
Logical Tab Order
Now let’s evaluate the Logical Tab Order. If the PDF contains links or form field elements
such as test boxes or button controls, The PDF must be evaluated for a Logical Tab Order. The
Tab Order must follow the visible logical layout of the page.
To evaluate the Tab Order,
1. First press the Tab Key to navigate the document
2. Then verify that the keyboard focus follows the visible logical layout of the page.
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When pressing the Tab key, if the keyboard focus does not follow the visible logical layout of
the page then the document is not accessible, and the Tab Order will need to be adjusted.
Figure Elements
If the PDF includes figure elements that are not decorative, the figures must contain alternative
text. Alternative text is descriptive text that describes the purpose of the image. Without
alternative text, users that are unable see the images in the document will not be able to access all
the information provided in the document.
To verify that useful alternative text was used for images:
1. View Figures by navigating to Tools > Accessibility > Touchup Reading Order. Then
check “Show tables and figures.”
2. Next look for text descriptions placed on meaningful images and objects.
3. For images marked by “Figure”, right click and select “Edit Alternate Text.”
4. Examine all captions associated with images for a text description, and
5. Examine the surrounding content for text that describes the image and other objects.
6. Next check that the descriptive text conveys the purpose and/or function of the image or
object.
7. For images of text, check that the descriptive text matches the text contained in the image
verbatim.
If the alternative text descriptions are not correct, the document is not accessible, and the
alternative text will need to be corrected.
Data Tables
If the PDF contains Data Tables, the data table must be tagged using the <Table> tag.
Additionally, all Column and Row header cells must be tagged with the Table Header, or <TH>
tag. Complex tables containing more than one set of Column headers or that have data cells
which span across multiple columns or rows must contain proper Scope. Scope denotes which
data cells are Row Headers or Column Headers, and Span identifies the number of columns or
rows a data cell extends across. Images of data tables are not considered assessable and must be
converted into proper data tables that contain actual content.
To evaluate simple data tables for accessibility:
1. First navigate through the document and identify the first data table.
2. Next go to the Tags Pane.
3. From Acrobat’s toolbar, from the menu select the Selection tool and then select the first
data cell in the data table.
4. From the Tags Pane, select Options > then Find Tag from Selection.
5. Expand the <Table> tags and identify each Table Row, or <TR> tag that is associated
with a Column or Row header.
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6. Expand the <TR> tag and verify each data cell is tagged as a Table Header.
7. After verifying that Table Header cells are identify properly, make sure that all non-Table
Header cell are tagged as Table Data <TD>.
If any of the table data cells are not associated with the correct tag, such as Table Header tag, or
Table Data tag, then the data table is not accessible. The tags will need to be modified before the
table can be made accessible.
If you are validating a complex data table for accessibility, in addition to these steps you will
also need to check the Scope for Column and Row headers as well as the Span for data cells.
To evaluate the Scope and Span in a complex table,
First open the Order Pane
Select Options > then Show Reading Order Pane
Select the reading order number associated with the data table.
From the Reading Order Pane tool select Table Editor
Right click on each Column and/or Row header cell and select Cell Properties
Verify that Scope is set to Column Header for Column Header data cells, and that Row
Header is set for Row Header data cells. For Column Headers that also represent a
Row Header, make sure both Column Header and Row Header are selected.
7. Next identify any data cells that span more than one column or row and right click on the
cell then select Cell Properties.
8. Verify that the Span identifies the proper number of columns or rows and cell spans.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If the Scope and Span are not properly identified, the complex table is considered not accessible
and the data cell’s properties will need to be properly set before the data table can be considered
accessible.
Note: The Table Editor tool may not always function properly; therefore, you will have to use
the Tags Structure tree to verify the table tags are set properly and assistive technology to
ensure the table reads correctly.
Form Field Elements
If the PDF contains form field elements, it is important each form field element contain a
tooltip and appears in a logical Tab Order. To complete a form correctly and accurately, it is
necessary to follow instructions, directions, and cues, and be able to enter information in the
correct fields.
Note: if the PDF Producer is Adobe LiveCycle, then this test process will not be
sufficient. Until the AED COP publishes the Harmonized Processes for Section 508 Testing:
Baseline Tests for Accessible Electronic Documents—Adobe LiveCycle testers should rely on
user testing with assistive technologies. To see if the PDF was created using LiveCycle exam the
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document’s properties by going to Acrobat’s File menu and select Properties > then PDF
Producer.
To evaluate Form Field Elements for accessibility,
1. First press the Tab key to find form fields (such as text fields, radio buttons, checkboxes,
combo boxes, etc.).
2. Next hover over each form field to reveal the tooltip.
3. Now check that the tooltips match the label or instructions, and
4. Check that the tab order matches the visual and logical order of form fields.
Note: When evaluating tooltips for radio buttons and checkboxes, the tooltip must include
both the question/statement associated with the group of radio buttons and checkboxes as
well as the form field label associated with the radio button and checkbox.
Links
If the PDF contains links, the links must be uniquely identified, the purpose or destination of the
link must be clear, and it must appear in a logical Tab Order.
To verify that links are being used properly,
1. Press the Tab key to find links and user controls.
2. Now check that each link has an unambiguous name that it describes the destination,
function, and/or that the purpose of the link is discernable within context.
3. If an image is a link or user control, then the alt-text of the image can state the link
purpose, function, or destination.
4. Lastly, check that the tab order matches the visual and logical order of links.
If the link is not unique, even though it has a clear destination and appears in a logical Tab
Order, then the PDF is not accessible, and the link will need to be adjusted.
Sensory Characteristics
If PDF content uses sensory characteristics such as color, size, shape, and location, it must
include text to convey meaning. Without text, individuals who are blind, low vision, or color
blind will not have access to comparable information.
To evaluate sensory characteristics,
1. Find color and other sensory characteristics in your PDF.
2. Check that there is text that conveys the meaning of color or sensory characteristics.
If the full meaning of the document is not conveyed without relying on sensory characteristics,
the PDF is not accessible. The original source document will need to be redesigned before the
PDF can be made accessible.
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In addition to providing information for items conveyed by color or sensory characteristics,
readability must also be evaluated. Having a high level of contrast between foreground and
background results in more people being able to see and use the content. The required standards
are listed in the table below.
Type or Size of Text

Contrast Ratio

Standard

4.5:1

Large Text (14 pt bold or 18 pt regular)

3:1

Incidental text, text overlaid on images, and
logotypes

Excluded from requirement

To evaluate color contrast ratios,
1. First download the Color Contrast Analyzer. You can run the application without
installing it onto your computer. (See Baseline test document for link)
2. Drag the Foreground eyedropper icon over a sample of your text or image of text.
3. Then drag the Background eyedropper icon over a sample of your background color.
4. Check that the color contrast ratio passes (AA) in the Color Contrast Analyzer.
If the document does not contain a strong color contrast, the document is not accessible. The
original source document will need to be adjusted before the PDF can be made accessible.

Using Acrobat Accessibility Full Check

Now that the document has been manually tested, it is important to run Acrobat’s Accessibility
Full Check tool to identify any issues not found when manually testing the document.
To access Adobe’s Accessibility Full Check:
1. Select Tools > Accessibility > Full Check
2. Select the Select All button to check all the check boxes. This will ensure that the PDF is
tested for full accessibility.
3. Then select Start Checking button.
The Full Check Accessibility report indicates all errors with bold text and a red circle with an
“x”.
1. Expand each category in the report to see the full list of errors.
2. Right click on an error and select Fix to repair the error. Note that not all errors will have
this option.
3. If the Fix option does not appear, select the Show in Tags Pane option. This will allow
you to manually correct any tags by right clicking on the tag and selecting Properties >
Type and setting the correct tag type.
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When using the Accessibility Full Check tool to repair errors, if you select the Check Again
menu option by right clicking on the repaired error, the error will disappear if it was fixed
properly.

Adobe’s Read Out Loud Text to Speech Tool

To get an idea of how a text to speech may sound when reading a PDF, take advantage of
Adobe’s built-in text to speech tool.
To access the text to speech tool,
1. First navigate to the View menu and select Read Out Loud > then Activate Read Out
Loud.
2. Then Select View > Read Out Loud > and Start.
Note: The Read Out Loud text to speech tool does not function the same as dedicated screen
readers such as JAWS; therefore, the Read Out Loud tool must not be used for testing the
document for Section 508 conformance.

Remediating PDFs for Accessibility
Document Properties

The PDF’s document properties must have a descriptive file name, allow copying content for
accessibility, and have a specified primary language set. If you discover that the document
properties are not set properly when testing the PDF for accessibility, then do the following to fix
the document’s properties:
1. Select File > Properties > then Description.
In the Title field, add a descriptive title if the field is empty or if the title is not useful.
Next, select the Initial View tab and from the Show dropdown box make sure Document
Title is selected.
2. In the Security tab of the Properties window, if Content Copying for Accessibility is
set to Not Allowed, change the Security settings to allow content copying for
accessibility by selecting a different security option from the Security Method dropdown
box or by selecting Change Settings and then set the security settings as needed.
3. If the documents primary language was not set properly, from the Properties window
select Advanced from the Language dropdown box, select the correct language. If the
primary language of the document is not supported, you may need to download a
language pack from Adobe. Setting the proper document language enables screen
readers to choose the correct synthesizer for reading the document. If the wrong
synthesizer is chosen, the document will not read correctly.
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Document Contents

If when testing the document, you discover that the document is a scanned image, OCR the
document to create searchable text. For detail instructions on how to OCR the PDF go to the
section titled Converting Scanned Documents into Section 508 Conformant PDFs.
Auto Tagging A PDF
If the PDF is not tagged, quickly tag the PDF by going to Acrobat’s main menu and selecting
View > Navigation Panes > Tags. From the Tags Pane select Options>Add Tags to
Document. Although the document will be tagged it might not be tagged correctly. The tags
will need to be examined and if any of the tags do not properly represent the document’s content
structure, the tag will need to be manually corrected.

Manually Adjusting PDF Tags

Improper tags can quickly be converted to a more appropriate tag by following these steps.
1. First, open the Tag Pane.
2. Next, right click on the desired tag, and select Properties. This will open the Touchup
Properties window.
3. From the Type combo box, select the correct tag and then close the window. The
updated tag will appear in the Tags tree.
Manually Tagging a PDF Using the Touchup Reading Order Tool
If several document elements have been improperly tagged, it may be easier to delete the Tags
Structure Tree and use the Touchup Reading Order tool to manually tag the document.
1. First navigate to Acrobat’s File menu.
2. Next select Print and from the list of printers select Acrobat PDF
3. Lastly, save the PDF. By doing this, you will create a new PDF with a cleared page
structure and empty tags tree. You will now be able to create a new page structure and
Tags tree by using the Touchup Reading Order tool.
To access the Touchup Reading Order tool,
1. In the Order Pane select Options>Show Reading Order Pane.
2. Next create a container around the first document element by holding down the left
mouse button and draw a container box around the first document element that needs to
be tagged. Headers, Paragraphs, Figures, Tables, and Form fields etc. need to receive
individual tags.
3. After drawing a container around an element, select the appropriate tag type from the
Touchup Reading Order tool. If the correct tag cannot be created via the Touchup
Reading Order tool, you will have to use the Create Tag from Selection tool. This tool is
discussed in the next section.
4. Continue tagging the document until the entire document is tagged.
This table demonstrates the type of tags created by each button on the Touchup Reading
Order tool. Because this tool only creates a few basic tags, the Create Tag from Selection
tool will need to be used to create more detailed tags.
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Touchup Reading Order Tool Buttons
Text/Paragraph Button: Used to markup Paragraphs
Form Field Button: Used to markup form field elements
Heading 1 Button: Used to mark up the Title or main
document sections
Heading 2, Heading 3 Heading 4 Heading 5 and Heading 6
Buttons: Used to markup Sub-headings of a document
Figure Button: Used to markup Images and Objects
Figure/Caption Button: Used to markup figures with
captions
Table Button: Used to markup Data Tables
Cell Button: Used to markup Table Data Cell. This will
only need to be used if the <Table> tag does not properly
identify each table data cell as a data cell.
Formula Button: Used to markup Equations in a document.
Reference Button: Used to markup references in a document.
Note Button: Used to markup notes in a document.
Background Button: Used to markup repeated content and
decorative images as Artifacts.

Tags Generated
<P>
<Form>
<H1>
<H2>, <H3>, <H4>,
<H5>, <H6>
<Figure>
<Caption>
<Table>, <TR>, <TH>,
<TD>
<TD>
<Formula>
<Reference>
<Note>
<Artifact>

Using the Create Tag from Selection Tool
The Create Tag from Selection tool can be used to tag document elements, such as list and
links, which cannot be tagged via the Touchup Reading Order tool.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

First Open the Touchup Reading Order tool
Next navigate to the Tags Pane
Then draw a container around the content you want to create a tag for
Now, select the Options menu from the Tags Pane and select Create Tag from Selection.
Lastly, select the appropriate tag type from the list of tags and select Ok.

Using the New Tag tool

When tagging complex content which requires a parent tag with nested tags, such as list, it might
be necessary to use a combination of the New Tag tool and Create Tag from Selection tool.
Follow the steps below to see how to properly use this combination of tools to create a parent tag
with nested tags. For this example, we will demonstrate how to create a list of items; however,
this technique can be used anytime it is necessary to create a parent tag with nested tags.
1.

Navigate to the Tags Pane and select the tag where you want the new tag to appear. The
newly created tag will appear directly beneath the selected tag.
2. Next from the Tags Pane Options menu select New Tag
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3. From the list of tags, select the desired tag. In this example select List to create a List
<L> tag.
4. Next use the Touchup Reading Order Pane tool to draw a container around each
individual list item and then use the Create Tag from Selection to tag each list item as a
List Item <LI>.
5. Lastly in the Tags Pane, select the first <LI> tag and then hold down the CTRL key to
select all remaining <LI> tags. Once all <LI> tags have been selected, drag them directly
below and slightly to the right of the <L> tag. This will make the <LI> tags nested tags
of the parent <L> tag.
Manually Tagging Links
To manually tag a link, do the following:
1. Select the text that needs to be linked and use the Text/Paragraph button on the
Touchup Reading Order tool to create a <P> tag.
2. Select the text to be linked, right click, and select Create Link, or choose Link from the
Tools menu, Add/Edit Web or Document Link, and draw a selection box around the
text to be linked.
3. Create the link
4. Select the text to be linked, open the Tags Pane. Choose Find tag from selection
5. Change the <P> tag to <Link> tag
6. Next, Nest the <Link> tag inside the previous <P> tag, and nest any following text that
belongs to that same paragraph.
7. Select the text inside the <Link> tag
8. From the Tags Pane’s Options menu select Find.
9. From the Find: drop down menu select Unmarked Links or Unmarked Annotations
(either one will work), check Search page,
10. Next, choose Find Next and choose Tag Element.
11. Do not use Search Document to tag individual missing links/annotations. You must select
the linked text for each annotation, otherwise it will put all the annotations (Link-OBJR
tags) at your cursor location.
Tagging Untagged Annotations
Some documents might contain untagged annotations. Untagged annotations could be associated
with bookmarks, comments, footnotes etc. To quickly tag untagged annotations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to the Tags Pane
From the Options menu select Find
Then select Untagged Annotations from the dropdown box.
Next, choose Find Next and choose appropriate Tag Element.
Do not use Search Document to tag individual missing annotations. You must select the
untagged annotation text for each annotation, otherwise it will put all the annotations at
your cursor location.
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Remediating Data Tables
When running the Accessibility Checker to validate a Data Table, two errors might appear. The
Table Header error will appear if the Data Table lacks Table Headers <TH> tags and the Table
Regularity error will appear if the data table contains content that does not belong in the table
structure, such as the caption for the table, or if Scope and Span is not set properly for table cells.
When remediating data tables, first make sure that content that does not belong in the table
structure such as table title or captions are not tagged as part of the table. If these elements are
part of the table, retag them as something else. Now that only the proper data elements are
tagged as <Table>, follow these steps to fix Colum and Row Headers as well as Scope and Span.
First open the Order Pane
Select Options > then Show Reading Order Pane
Select the reading order number associated with the data table that needs remediating.
From the Reading Order Pane tool select Table Editor
Right click on each Column and/or Row header cell and select Cell Properties
From the Cell Properties box, set Colum and Row headers to Table Header
Next set Scope to Column Header for Column Header cells and set scope for Row
Header to Row Header cells. For Column Headers that also represent a Row Header,
make sure both Column Header and Row Header are selected.
8. Next identify any data cells that span more than one column or row and right click on the
cell then select Cell Properties.
9. Set Span to the proper number of columns or rows a cell will span.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Once these steps are completed, the Header and Regularity errors will disappear when rerunning
the Accessibility Checker.
Remediating Form Field Elements
When remediating PDF forms, remember that these steps only apply to forms created using
Acrobat Pro products. Just as important as ensuring that all form fields are tagged as <Form>,
you must also ensure that all form fields have a descriptive tooltip and appear in a logical tab
order. If when testing the form, you discovered problems related to incorrect tooltips or logical
tab order, you can repair these issues by using Acrobat’s Prepare Form tool.
To access the form field properties so that tooltips can be added or modified, do the following:
1. Go to Acrobat’s Tools menu and select Prepare Form to enter Form Edit mode.
2. Next, select the from field that needs a proper tooltip added
3. Once the form field has been selected, right click on the form field, and select Properties
4. Lastly on the General tab, add the proper tooltip to the Tooltip field.
To adjust the logical tab order for form field elements:
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While in the Forms Edit mode, select the More>Show Tab Numbers which is located
on the right-side toolbar.
2. Next, look at the list of form fields located under the Fields section of the right-side
toolbar.
3. Lastly select on each form field that is not in the proper tab order and drag and drop them
into the correct order.

1.

Deleting Empty Tags
When creating new tags or adjusting tags, from time to time an empty tag, a tag not associated
with any document content, may be left in the tags structure tree. Empty tags will trigger
accessibility error when running the Accessibility Checker in Acrobat. To remove empty tags:
1. Open the Tags Pane and navigate through the tags structure tree until you discover a tag
that does not contain a child element
2. Next, select the tag and press the Delete key to remove the tag from the tags structure
tree.
It the Tags tree contains a lot of empty tags, and it does not contain any empty <TD> tags that
properly represents the data table structure, you can quickly remove all empty tags by:
1. Going to the Tags Pane and select the root <Tag>
2. Next go to the Options menu and select Delete All Empty Tags.
If you accidently remove the wrong tag, simply press CRTL+Z to undo the deletion.
Setting Tag Properties
Once all tags correctly represent the document’s structure, it may be necessary to add special
properties to individual tags such as adding alternative text to Figure <Figure> tags and setting a
specified language for Paragraph <P> tags.
Adding Alternative Text
Alternative text is used to convey the purpose of images and objects embedded in documents.
Without alternative text, valuable information is lost, and the document may not be completely
understood by users accessing the document with assistive technology. To add alternative text to
tagged elements:
1. Select the desired tag in the tags tree and select Properties.
2. Go to the Alternative Text field located on the Touchup Properties window and add
the appropriate alternative text.
3. Close the window. Once the document is saved, the alternative text will be applied.
Setting a Specified Language for a Tag
If a tag is associated with a language that differs from the primary language set in the
document’s properties, it will be necessary to set the correct language for the element associated
with the tag in the tag’s properties.
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1. Go to the tags tree and select the tag that is associated with content that has a language
that differs from the document’s primary language
2. Right click on the tag and select Properties
3. From the Language dropdown box, select the appropriate language. If the desired
language does not appear in the list of supported languages, a language pack may need to
be purchased from Adobe.
Once the document has been tagged properly and all tag properties have been set, it is time to set
the document’s logical reading order.
Adjusting the Logical Reading Order
The logical reading order determines the order in which assistive technology should access the
document’s content. In some cases, the Content View, which presents the content of the
document, and the Tags Tree, which establishes the logical reading order for assistive
technology, are not aligned or should not be aligned. Therefore, the logical reading order needs
to be adjusted to reflect the correct logical reading order.
To change the reading order via the Order Pane:
1. Navigate to Acrobat’s main menu and select View > Navigation Pane > then Order. As
shown here, once the Order Pane is displayed, numbers will appear on the document.
The numbers indicate elements that can be rearranged.
2. Identify the first element that is out of place in the Order Pane and click on the box to
the left of the element and then drag the element to the proper location. Continue this
process until all elements are in the proper order. When using the Order Pane to set the
logical reading order, the tags in the tags tree will rearrange to match the order set by the
Order Pane. Remember it is the order of the tags in the Tags Tree that defines the proper
logical reading order and although the tags can be rearranged in the tags tree, using the
Order Pane tends to be easier in most cases.
To adjust the reading order via the Tags Pane:
1. Navigate to Acrobat’s main menu and select View>Navigation Pane> then Tags
2. Identify the tag that is not in the correct logical reading order, left click on the tag and
drag it to the proper location. Tip: Try to drag downwards on the list to avoid known tag
glitches.
Note: When adjusting the logical reading order via the Tags Pane, the order of elements in the
Order Pane will not update; however, the logical reading order will still be considered correct.
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Logical Tab Order
If the PDF contains elements such as links or form fields, then it will be necessary to set the
logical tab order to ensure that individuals that are using assistive technology can navigate
between areas of the document that receive focus when using the keyboard.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the Page Thumbnails Pane located on the left toolbar.
Next select the first thumbnail and then press CTRL+A to select all pages.
Then select Options from the Page Thumbnail Pane and select Page Properties.
From the list to Tab Order options select Use Document Structure.

Sensory Characteristics
If the full meaning of the document cannot be understood without using sensory Characteristics,
such as color, size, shape and location, it will be necessary to redesign the original source file to
ensure that it is not reliant on sensory Characteristics and then convert the source file into a PDF
so that it can be made fully accessible.
Scanned Documents
If your document has been scanned, then you will need to take additional steps to make the
PDF’s content accessible to persons utilizing assistive technology. To learn how to make
scanned document accessible proceed to the section titled Converting Scanned Documents into
Section 508 Conformant PDFs.

Converting Scanned Documents into Section 508 Conformant PDFs
How to Identify Scanned Pages:

PDFs that contain scanned pages are problematic for individuals that utilize assistive technology.
If a PDF does not contain searchable content, otherwise known as renderable text, individuals
who rely on assistive technology such as screen readers will be unable to read or interact with the
content of the PDF. To quickly identify if the PDF contains scanned pages, navigate through the
document, and look for pages that appear blurry or contains hand-written information. If any
pages appear blurry or contain hand-written information, use Acrobat’s Content Pane to see if
the pages have text that can be rendered.
1. First go to Acrobat’s View menu and select Show/Hide>Navigation Panes>Content
2. Next expand the Content tree by pressing CRTL +Shift+8
3. Lastly use the Up and Down arrow keys to navigate the Content Pane
As you navigate the Content Pane, the Content Pane should contain strings of text. As each
string of text is selected, the corresponding string of text should appear in a container box on the
physical view of the PDF. Because Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software is not
perfect, the text strings in the Content Pane may not fully match the text strings that appear on
the physical view of the page. If the Content Pane only contains information related to figures,
the scanned pages lack renderable text and therefore OCR will need to be performed before the
document can be made accessible.
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How to Perform Optical Character Recognition

Acrobat Pro DC contains Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software. The software can
convert scanned content into searchable text. However; the software will not be able to OCR the
document’s content if the quality of the scanned page is too low or if the page already contains
text that can be rendered. Adobe recommends that when scanning documents, the dpi setting for
grayscale content is set to 300dpi and for color content the dpi is set to 600 dpi. To access the
OCR software, do the following:
From Acrobat’s main toolbar select Tools>Enhance Scans
Next from Acrobat’s sub toolbar select Recognize Text>In This File
Then select Settings from the Recognize Text toolbar
Once the Recognize Text Settings properties box appears, identify the pages that need to
be OCR'd in the Page section.
5. In the Settings section of the Recognize Text Settings properties box, set the Document’s
Language to the proper language, Output to Searchable Images and Down sample to
300dpi for grayscale content and 600dpi for color content.
6. Lastly select Ok to close Settings and then select Recognize Text to run OCR.
1.
2.
3.
4.

How to Correct Recognized Text

Based on the quality of the scanned document, the document’s pages may contain OCR
Suspects. An OCR Suspect is text that can be rendered or images that may have not been
recognized properly by the software. To identify and repair OCR suspects do the following:
1. From the Recognize Text toolbar option select Correct Recognized Text. The first OCR
suspect will appear in a box.
2. If the OCR suspect was recognized correctly, select Accept from the Recognized Text
sub toolbar
3. If the OCR suspect was not correct, type the correction in the Recognized As text box
and then select Accept from the Recognized Text sub toolbar.
4. Complete this process until all OCR suspects have been corrected.

How to Enhance Scanned Pages

If you receive a poorly scanned document that has contrast issues, speckles on the page, or the
page is skewed, you may need to optimize the scanned document before attempting to recognize
the text. To enhance the scanned pages, do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Enhance Scans toolbar select Enhance>Scanned Document
Next select Settings
After selecting Settings, set all settings as desired and select OK
Lastly select Enhance from the sub toolbar.
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How to Evaluate the OCR Results

Once the PDF has been OCR’d and all OCR suspects have been corrected, the quality of the
OCR will need to be inspected. Although you can navigate the Content Pane to review the
OCR’d content, an easier way to validate the content is to export it to MS Word. To evaluate
OCR’d content in Microsoft Word do the following:
1. From Acrobat’s menu bar select Tools>Export PDF
2. Make sure the Word Document radio button is selected
3. Lastly select Export to export the PDF to Microsoft Word.
Once the PDF has been exported to Microsoft Word, compare the content of the Word file to the
PDF file. Make a note of any OCR errors so that they can be either edited directly in the PDF
file or addressed via the Tags Properties menu.

How to Edit Textual Content of a PDF

If the PDF contains several OCR errors, it is possible to make minor edits to the PDF by using
the Edit PDF tool. Keep in mind, Acrobat is not a word processor; therefore, content edited in
the PDF may not maintain the proper formatting or style. If the PDF has large blocks of text that
was not recognized properly, it will be best to retype the paragraph content in the Actual Text
field located in the Tags Properties menu. To make minor edits to the content, do the following:
From Acrobat’s menu bar select Tools>Edit PDF. All content that can be edited will
appear in boxed.
2. Next use the individual Edit tools located on the sub toolbar to correct the document
3. Lastly, close the Edit tools.

1.

How to Make the PDF Fully Accessible

Once the PDF has been OCR’d, all OCR suspects have been corrected, and OCR errors have
been edited, the PDF will need to be tagged, alternative text will need to be added to images and
the PDF will need to be tested for Section 508 conformance.
If large blocks of text contained OCR errors and the errors could not be corrected via the Edit
tools, it will be necessary to use the Actual Text properties field to replace the OCR errors to
ensure that screen readers read the PDF correctly. Because the corrected text is applied to the
properties of a Paragraph <P> tag, the visual content on the screen will not be modified, nor will
it be read by assistive technology. Instead, the assistive technology will read the text added to
the Actual Text field. To add correction text to the Actual Text field, do the following:
1. Open the Tags Pane
2. Select the Selection tool located on the menu bar
3. Use the Selection tool to select the first OCR error by holding down the left mouse button
and drag it across the content that contains the OCR error
4. In the Tags Pane select Options>Find Tag from Selection
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5. Next, right click on the highlighted tag and select Properties
6. From the Properties box add the corrected text to the Actual Text field
7. Lastly, select Close to close the Properties box.

How to support signed memorandums as Section 508 conformant PDFs

Agencies often struggle with ensuring that signed memorandums and other hardcopy signed
Agency Directives and official communications are 508 compliant.
Since many Agencies do not yet support a secure e-signature solution for all PDF documents and
staff, often you are presented with a Word document that needs to be printed out into hardcopy
and signed in ink before being scanned and sent out electronically. In these cases, you have a
Word document that already contains the markup and supports for 508 conformance, but you are
printing it out for signature and then scanning it back up into a PDF, losing all structure and
markup.
Instead of having to re-structure an entire scanned PDF, start by looking at the Word version. Is
the document already set up for Section 508 conformance? How many pages contain a signature
block?
If you have a Word document and only one or two pages with signature blocks, consider
merging the document pages to save time while ensuring Section 508 conformance.
•
•
•
•
•

Print out the document for signature.
Once it comes back to you signed, take the page (or pages) with the signature and scan to
PDF.
Perform OCR and markup support.
Next, merge this page (or pages) with the rest of the document.
Check the Word document to make sure that it has been made as accessible as possible
and then convert it into PDF by following the instructions in the section titled
Converting a Document into PDF. You will then have two PDF documents – the main
piece of the document and the signed scanned page.

To Merge:
•

•

•

Choose Tools > Organize Pages or choose Organize Pages from the right Pane.
The Organize Pages toolset is displayed in the secondary toolbar, and the page
thumbnails are displayed in the Document area.
Right click with your mouse on the page thumbnail you wish to delete. Select Delete
from the drop-down menu.
Tip: You cannot delete all pages; at least one page must remain in the document.
Position your mouse between the page thumbnails where you would like to place the
scanned signed page.
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•

•
•

•

Merge the new signed page into the main document. From the Organize pages window
that you are still in, select Insert > From File and choose the file that is the scanned page
that you have saved as a PDF with markup and OCR support already done.
If you need to reposition the new page within the document, drag it with the mouse to the
correct location.
Save the newly merged document with the document title as the title. Scanned PDFs will
not have a robust document title as the scanner generates a random title, so make sure
you save the document with the appropriate title.
Lastly, use visual verification and the Accessibility Full Check tool to review the
completed document for Section 508 conformance. Once all issues have been resolved,
you have a fully accessible 508 conformant Signed Memorandum.

Tip: After you delete or replace pages, it’s a good idea to use the Reduce File Size command to
rename and save the restructured document to the smallest possible file size.
This concludes the course How to Create, Test and Remediate PDFs for Section 508
Conformance Using Adobe Acrobat DC Pro. To keep up on the latest developments on
electronic document accessibility, please frequently visit https://www.section508.gov.
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